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The May 5, 1842 Yarmouth Register reported the trial, in Philadelphia of  a Mr.  
Alexander William Holmes for manslaughter, specifically for throwing overboard 
from the long boat of  the ship “William Brown” a certain Francis Askins, while 
they and several others were adrift and sinking after the “William Brown” sunk  
after striking an iceberg. After the “William Brown” went down, the defendant and 
forty-one others, including the mate, got in the long boat. The Captain went in the 
jolly boat with nine other persons, giving the long boat passengers a compass and  
a chart. Thirty people were left on board the “William Brown” and they all subse-
quently perished when the ship sank. Before the two boats parted the mate said to 
the Captain, “Captain, we shall have to draw lots,” to which the Captain replied,  
“I know what you mean; I don’t want to hear more about it.”  

The jolly boat, having sails, was rescued quickly. Eventually it began to rain and it 
became apparent that the long boat, despite continued bailing, might sink since it 
was leaking badly. Thereupon the mate said, “we must go to work; this won’t do.” 
Then they commenced throwing people overboard to lighten the load. When they 
came to Francis Askins, he cried, “I’ll not go out, you know I work well all the time; 
I’ll work like a man till morning, and do alI I can to keep the boat clear of  water; I 
have five sovereigns, and I’ll give it for my life till morning, and when morning 
comes, if  God does not help us we will cast lots and I’ll go out like a man if  it is my 
turn.”  

Despite this plea they put him overboard anyway. Mary, Francis’ youngest sister, 
pleaded with them to put her over as well, as she did not want to be separated from 
her brother and they did as she wished. Then they “catched hold of ” Ellen (sic), the 
other sister, who cried, “Oh, don’t put me over naked; all I request is to give me my 
mantle” at which point some of  the sailors, after throwing her in, threw something 
after her but it was not her mantle. Another person, Charles Conlin, was heard to 
say, “Holmes dear; you won’t put me over” but Holmes replied, “Charles, you must 
go” and over he went, crying as he sank, “The Lord have mercy on me.” 

The remaining survivors of  the longboat were eventually rescued. Out of  the orig-
inal 42 persons, Holmes and another sailor had thrown overboard eight men and 
two women and only two passengers, both male, were left alive. 

Holmes was tried for manslaughter. (The other sailor did not happen to be in Phil-
adelphia when the grand jury handed down its indictment and so was not within 
the jurisdiction of  the court). Holmes was convicted and sentenced to six months 
and a $20 fine. 
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Holmes’ defense was the so-called “Custom of  the Sea”, a controversial tradition, 
said to be hundreds of  years old, that, in times of  deadly peril, if  it be necessary to 
take the lives of  one or more so as to save the lives of  many, the defense of  “neces-
sity” may be available if  proper procedures were followed, such as the drawing of  
lots.  

In Holmes’ case no lots were drawn. Rather the stronger members of  the crew  
appeared to throw over weaker ones, such as Askins’ sisters, merely because of  their 
power to do so. The court did not rule out necessity as a possible defense but stated 
that this could only be sustained where the defendant owed no duty to the victim or 
was under no obligation of  law to make his own safety a secondary object, as was 
the case where seamen owed such a duty to passengers. (It will be remembered that 
thirty passengers had been left on the “William Brown” and only two male passen-
gers remained in the longboat after the rest had been thrown overboard). 

Although the judge drew the jury’s attention to the normal custom, the drawing  
of  lots, he also pointed out that the need to keep seamen alive so as to row and 
steer a boat may count against it. (The assumed prerogatives sanctioned by the 
class system gave a preference to first class male passengers over even women and 
children from steerage or, presumably, cabin class, when it came to saving lives. 
This at least was true on English vessels as late as 1909. (See Brinnin, The Sway of   
The Grand Saloon, New York: Delacorte Press 1971 atp. 350 recounting 
the rescue of  passengers from the White Star liner “Republic”.)  

Holmes served his time but subsequently was pardoned by President John Tyler 
and did not have to pay the fine. In other cases, the situation involved cannibalism. 
Perhaps the most notorious of  these occurred off  the coast of  Africa, where, on 
July 5, 1884, a freak wave crushed and sank the “Mignonette”, an unseaworthy 
yacht headed for Australia. Three crew members survived in a dinghy for four 
weeks by killing and devouring a 17 year old cabin boy, named Richard Parker. 
The boy had become delirious from drinking seawater. Captain Dudley considered 
drawing lots but it was decided that since the boy would likely die soon he was the 
best choice. After saying some prayers over his sleeping body, Dudley shook him by 
the shoulder and said, “Richard, my boy, your time has come.” Then he, being a 
former ship’s cook, served as butcher. According to a recent commentator (Neil  
Hanson, The Custom of  the Sea, New York; John Wiley & Sons, Inc. 1999), 
Dudley “reached into the still warm chest cavity and pulled out the heart and 
liver... The three men ate them ravenously, squabbling over pieces like dogs.”  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As a result of  this sustenance, the three men survived for 35 days until being res-
cued approximately a thousand miles east of  Rio de Janiero by a German triple- 
masted sailing barque, the S.S. “Moctezuma” (sic), aptly named after an Aztec 
cannibal king.  

In a famous case intended to put an end to the “Custom of  the Sea” tradition and 
which transfixed Victorian society (momentarily eclipsing the daily bulletins then 
being issued to report Sir Garnet Wolseley’s stately progress up the Nile to rescue 
General “Chinese” Gordon at Khartoum), two of  the survivors, Dudley and  
Stephens, were convicted of  murder. The trial was presided over by a notoriously 
biased judge (defense counsel’s being offered a knighthood if  he made no “mishaps 
or errors” in the proceedings). They were ultimately pardoned, receiving only six 
months’ without hard labor.  

Brooks, the third man in the lifeboat, who had refused to consent to the killing but, 
after it was over, freely took part in consuming the body and blood, turned state’s 
evidence, testified against his shipmates and was never tried. To augment his  
income he exhibited himself  in a traveling sideshow as “The Cannibal of  the High 
Seas”, devouring scraps of  raw meat in front of  a crudely painted backdrop of  the 
ship’s dinghy adrift in the open sea. 

The other famous case was that of  the whaleship “Essex”, out of  Nantucket,  
Captain George Pollard,Jr., commanding, which, in the year 1820,was stove in by 
an 85 foot long whale and sunk off  the coast of  Chile. Twenty men in three small 
boats escaped and wandered the Pacific for three months. Two boats, holding five 
men, survived and it was found that they had done so by eating the cabin boy, 
Owen Coffin. The victim had been selected by drawing lots and when the lot fell  
to Coffin, Captain Pollard offered to take his place but this was refused and the  
lad was dispatched by another crew member after Coffin had reassured the others 
that “the lots had been fairly drawn.”  

The incident later inspired Herman Melville’s “Moby Dick” and Edgar Allen Poe 
used it in his “Narrative of  Arthur Gordon Pym of  Nantucket”. Oddly enough, in 
Poe’s story, written in 1837, the name of  the cabin boy who was eaten was Richard 
Parker, the same name as that of  the cabin boy eaten in the “Mignonette” incident 
half  a century later. As to the ill fated “Essex”, Captain Pollard and the others  
who survived were not prosecuted because of  the Custom of  the Sea, observed  
by whalemen at the time. Indeed, it is said that Pollard, when walking down a  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Nantucket street, encountered an off-islander who inquired whether he knew a boy 
named Owen Coffin, the Captain replied, “Knew him? Heck! I ‘et him!” 

	 	 	 	 	 	 * * * 
For detailed accounts of  the “Mignonette” and “Essex” tragedies, see Neil Hanson,  
The Custom of  the Sea, New York; John Wiley & Sons, Inc. 1999, and Nathaniel 
Philbrick, The Heart of  the Sea-The Tragedy of  the Whaleship Essex, New York: 
Viking Penguin 2000. The official record of  the “Mignonette” proceeding may be 
found in Regina v. Dudley & Stephens, (1884) Queens Bench Division 273 (1885) 
560,1. For the Holmes case see United States v. Holmes, 26 Fed. Cas. 360 (No.
15383) (Cir. Ct. E. D. Pa. 1842). 
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